
Switch on peace of mind:

•   Predictable costs: Monthly pricing per 
access point (AP) that includes hardware 
rental, application updates, monitoring,  
end-user support, and maintenance.

•   Simplified network management:  
Out-of-box solution that comes with a Wi-Fi 
management portal and pre-configured user 
experience for staff, guests or residents. 

•   One trusted connectivity provider:   
Get reliable Internet and Managed Wi-Fi 
from a single-source that owns its network 
and takes care of capital expenses.

•   Secure and quick wireless access:  
Your employees can connect to the Internet 
and your internal network, along with a 
separate access for your guests or residents. 

I’ve had a wonderful experience with Cogeco in general. I’ve referred 
many of my customers to Cogeco over the past couple of years and  
I have heard no complaints from anyone during that time.

- Dave Mitchell, Sole Owner, Computer Plus, Perth, Ontario

“
”

Managed Wi-Fi

A complete managed Wi-Fi service  
designed to maximize savings,  
performance, and user experience.

•   Always-connected devices: A commercial cloud-based Wi-Fi 
infrastructure that always works, combined with remote  
monitoring from Cogeco.

•   Seamless mobile experience:1 A service that provides full  
Wi-Fi coverage to employees, guests, and residents for  
more productivity, collaboration, and satisfaction. 

•   Scalable Wi-Fi architecture: A professional network  
configuration and design that meets the specifics of  
single and multi-location businesses.

•   Smart and branded Wi-Fi: A portal to customize your  
guest online experience, and see real-time data reports  
on usage,2 loyalty, and engagement KPIs.

Switch on smarter connectivity: 



Some restrictions may apply. Full applicable conditions of use are available at cogeco.ca/business. Offers, specifications, and regular rates may change at any time without notice. Applicable where Cogeco 
Business Internet is available; this service is designed for business use only and may not be used by ISPs or other Internet access resellers to provide connections to third parties. Cogeco Managed Wi-Fi 
should be combined with Cogeco Business Internet with a Business UltraFibre 80 package or higher or Dedicated Fibre Internet with 100 Mbps. Minimum 3-year commitment. 1. Cogeco does not guarantee 
an optimal Wi-Fi experience if more than 40 simultaneous connected devices are connected to a single access point. The Wi-Fi design results might require higher connectivity for your premise. 2. Available 
fall 2018. 3. Professional fees may apply. 

Why Managed Wi-Fi?

As your partner in connectivity, Cogeco has the expertise to deliver you a powerful Managed Wi-Fi solution. From the assessment of your 
needs and design of your network, to the implementation and maintenance of it, everything is taken care of professionally by Cogeco.

Speak to one of our Business Solutions specialists  
for a free assessment of your Business Wi-Fi needs. 

Visit cogeco.ca/specialists today.

PRE-CONFIGURED WI-FI NETWORKS

SUPPORT, MAINTENANCE, AND MONITORING

PROFESSIONAL WI-FI DESIGN AND INSTALLATION

COMMERCIAL WI-FI INFRASTRUCTURE

• 24/7 phone support for guests and employees

• Remote network monitoring

• Outdoor and Indoor Aruba Access Point - Wi-Fi AC wave 2

• Coverage up to 2,500 square feet per access point

• Juniper switch with built-in firewall 

• Up to 40 connected devices2 per access point

• Private network for staff protected by a password

• Open network for guests or residents,  
connection via a splash page

• Shared bandwidth for optimal connectivity on every device

• Web content filtering for guest network

• Auto-connection option for long-term residents

• Wi-Fi design with floor plan prior to installation, if desired

• Ethernet cable deployment included

• Ceiling or wall installation with no visible cables

• Wi-Fi test performed after the installation

• Wi-Fi network settings

• Customizable guest splash page2

• Real-time infrastructure monitoring

• Guests traffic analytics2

• Monthly email report2

• Cogeco Managed Wi-Fi is a service that can be customized to 
your business’ specific needs.3 So you can be sure that you’re 
getting the best solution possible.

WI-FI MANAGEMENT PORTAL

CUSTOMIZATION


